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Executive Summary
Ozone depletion has been identified as a tipping point for planetary health, a problem that
needs to be addressed to ensure life on earth continues. Ozone acts as a natural barrier to
harmful radiation wavelengths, as well as providing ecological niches for species survival.
The last 50 years have seen developments in understanding ozone and depletion caused by
anthropogenic action, including the implementation of the Montreal Protocol as a landmark
agreement of international cooperation. Yet, recent discoveries have shown that there are
still problems surrounding ozone depletion and action must be taken to avoid transgressing
a boundary for planetary survival. Oceans, which have often been considered as stores of
harmful ozone-depleting substances, are now becoming emitters that threaten to
overwhelm a system that has only recently started repairing with the introduction of
regulatory policy. In order to mitigate the possible problems, recommendations include a
wider emissions ban, including HCFC’s; policy action on climate change and ocean
acidification, following the previous work of Kyoto and the Paris Climate Agreement; phase
out schemes and comprehensive research investments for alternatives; changes to current
climate change proposals, specifically geoengineering; focusing solutions on land emissions
rather than on oceanic stores; acting quickly to implement policies based on the
precautionary principle to minimise further damage and constructing and enforcing an
appropriate monitoring and sanctioning scheme for compliance on existing agreements.
Foundational Science
Ozone, O3, makes up 0.00006% of the atmosphere1 and is responsible for atmospheric
screening of the ultraviolet spectrum, creating an ecological niche that supports life on the
Earth2. The causes and consequences of ozone depletion have been widely identified since
the discovery of the Antarctic ozone hole in 19853, creating a public desire and planetary
need to address ozone depletion. The “hole” was caused by increased ozone depletion due
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to anthropogenic interruption of natural ozone cycles, through the release of ozonedepleting substances such as chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs). 4 Whilst the ozone hole is now
decreasing, it has yet to stabilise at pre-ozone depletion levels5.

Figure 1- Extent of the ozone hole at its largest point on
September 20th 2020 (NASA Earth Observatory 2020)

When ozone is exposed to ultraviolet radiation, it begins the process of breaking down and
reforming6. This naturally occurs by ozone, O3, breaking down into oxygen, O2, and a
singular oxygen atom, O7. This is a reversible reaction, meaning ozone is constantly being
destroyed and created to maintain an equilibrium8. The introduction of ozone-depleting
substances interrupts the natural balance9, as ozone reacts with the chemicals, creating new
compounds. In the case of chlorofluorocarbons, the chlorine acts as a catalyst for ozone
breakdown10, reacting to create oxygen and an individual chlorine molecule that can
continue the breakdown with other ozone molecules. 11
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Whilst anthropogenic emissions have decreased, there are causes for concern from other
sources including the ocean. Similar to carbon dioxide, oceans can sequester and store CFCs,
yet are reaching a critical limit that may turn them from stores to emitters12. With rising
ocean temperatures and acidification, the timescale for this is expected to increase,
meaning by 2100 the oceans become a significant contributor to CFC emissions in the
atmosphere.13 There is a high level of uncertainty in information about the oceans, as the
storage capacity is largely unknown14, as is the consequences of passing the storage
threshold. However, there is significant evidence to show that the capacity is being reached,
such as in the increased emissions from the oceans15, and experts conclude that this
represents a tipping point, causing major changes to life on Earth16.
Ozone is essential to maintaining life on Earth, as it regulates the amount of radiation able
to reach the Earth’s surface17. Natural ozone screens out UV-C, the most powerful and
potentially harmful type of ultraviolet radiation, as well as UV-B; both of which are linked to
cancer and eye damage18. Through ozone depletion, humanity places itself at risk of medical
concerns that could threaten the entire species. Outside of purely human concerns, the
entire planetary ecosystem is designed to live in certain niche conditions, that can be
provided by the ozone layer19. Depletion creates changes to the ecological niches20, leading
to species endangerment and potential extinction, which would have a profound impact on
humanity.
Even the alternatives used to reduce dependency on CFCs carry problems for ozone
depletion even if they are less severe. Hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) were
implemented as an alternative, yet they are still known depleting substances of
stratospheric ozone, being identified as Class II ozone-depleting substances21. They are also
greenhouse gases, with some having a global warming potential 23,000 times larger than
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carbon dioxide22. Natural refrigerants have been suggested as an alternative, with abundant
companies such as ammonia, water or carbon dioxide being proposed, since their ozonedepleting potential is 023. However, these have yet to reach large-scale commercial
introduction, and each comes with problems, including safety and storage24, hence
continued HCFC use.

Figure 2- Global consumption of CFCs and HCFCs from 1950 to 2010, indicating greatly increased HCFC usage and CFC
decline from ~1990 (Ravishankara et al. 2011, pg. 9)

Existing Governance
Created in 1987, the Montreal Protocol has been the main source of governance on ozone
depletion, acting as a landmark in achieving international cooperation on environmental
concerns.25 Widespread adoption of the agreement, focus on solutions rather than blame
and early adoption to address the growing problem has led to the popular success of the
initiative but failed to comprehend some of the shortcomings it could face26. Designed upon
the precautionary principle, the agreement was created and instated on the basis that the
science was confident that ozone depletion was a global problem but there was uncertainty
surrounding the details, such as the extent of the impacts and the implications for the
future27.
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Whilst originally setting out a comprehensive list of ozone-depleting substances, subsequent
additions have not always received the same attention or been achieved by every country28.
A lack of monitoring and sanctioning has allowed countries to break the rules; China
increased CFC emissions from 2013 to 2019 with no obvious repercussions, potentially
encouraging other countries to follow their example, especially those in economic
hardship29.
Whilst the original agreement was designed to be flexible, to follow developments in
science, very few changes have occurred to the fundamental basis of the agreement,
maintaining the balance between science and political interests30. Much of the fundamental
science around how ozone is depleted and the implications have remained unchanged31,
only expanded on in subsequent scientific discoveries32. However, advancements have been
made in understanding climate change33, which has led to a recognition that alternatives to
ozone-depleting substances are actually environmentally harmful as greenhouse gases34.
Yet amendments have failed to comprehend this problem, and still encourage
hydrofluorocarbons as suitable alternatives.
Additionally, subsequent international agreements, most recently the Paris Climate
Agreement35, have neglected to mention ozone depletion, regarding the issue as being
solved and concluded within the Montreal Protocol. Continued investigation and monitoring
are proving that ozone depletion has only been addressed in the short-term and longerterm problems have been neglected.
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Figure 3- Summary of key points of the Paris Climate Agreement, with emphasis on climate change and no mention of
ozone depletion (UNFCCC, 2018)

There is increasing recognition that the problems of ozone depletion are demonstrated at a
global level, resulting in the creation of a multilateral fund to aid in decreasing ozone
depletion in less developed countries that face financial difficulties36. Countries with higher
economic standing, who are more often historically responsible for emissions, have
committed to contribute to funds that offer aid and assistance to less affluent countries37,
to allow them to phase out ozone-depleting substances. Currently, 99% of global
productions have ceased38, with the hope that the continuation of this fund will help to end
all CFC production, although this remains difficult with the limited monitoring and
enforcement.
Policy Recommendations
Whilst the Montreal Protocol has largely been a success, changing times require updated
policies to reflect uncertain international relations and growing scientific developments.
1. The introduction of an appropriate monitoring and sanctioning system. Currently,
the Montreal Protocol offers a framework for phasing out chemical usages, but relies
on self-enforcement and currently offers limited sanctioning to incentivise
36
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participants39. The introduction of a regulatory force and a sanctioning system would
encourage long-term compliance by using penalties and incentives to encourage
compliance40, rather than simply offering technical assistance to those not meeting
standards, which is the current model of enforcement41.
2. Implement policies on ocean acidification and climate change. CFC emissions from
the oceans are linked to increasing temperatures and acidification42, suggesting that
mitigation depends on implementing policies that limit the extent of global warming
to a maximum of 2°C and limiting carbon dioxide emissions.
3. Implement further policies based on the precautionary principle. Key to the success
of the Montreal Protocol was the early implementation that worked on the
uncertainty of the science43. These uncertainties still exist, meaning that any policies
would have to be precautionary but early implementation can limit the harmful
impacts and help protect the quality of life.
4. Encouragement of phase-out schemes such as in the USA. Current CFC alternatives
are still causing climate change, as well as minor ozone depletion, and were only
intended as temporary measures, so encouraging phase-out schemes to more
sustainable long-term alternatives is the only way to protect ozone for the future,
demonstrated currently in the USA44.
5. Research and implementation into further alternatives for CFC’s. In order to
effectively phase out CFC alternatives, a new generation of chemical alternatives
needs to be found, requiring extensive research. New alternatives would need to be
safe, non-environmentally harmful and not be a greenhouse gas, to ensure
compliance with climate change legislation, for example, ammonia or natural
refrigerants45. Therefore, large scale investment is required to research these
alternatives, which can then be implemented using similar legislation to those
created for the original CFC alternatives.
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6. Address wider emissions. To mitigate the risks of rising ocean temperatures and
climate change, it is imperative to take urgent action on greenhouse gas emissions,
ensuring the best chances of keeping global temperature rise below 2°C. The
transition away from petrol or diesel cars to electric or alternative fuel vehicles,
including biofuels or hydrogen46, is one example that can be introduced at a national
level, allowing quicker implementation than policies requiring global consensus.
7. Focus on land emissions and not ocean storage47. Over the past few decades,
oceans have been regarded as an unlimited resource that can be used to mitigate
anthropogenic emissions48. But this is no longer scientifically grounded, prompting a
shift away from ocean dependency to the need for land-based management.
Dependency on oceanic protection needs to be replaced by solid legislation that
tackles emissions of ozone-depleting substances as well as greenhouse gases, and is
supported and based on a scientific foundation that has space and flexibility to adapt
as scientific advancements are made.
8. Changes to current climate change proposals. Whilst there are natural fluctuations
in the ozone layer, proposals for climate change mitigation policies have the
potential to disrupt the natural cycle. Geoengineering in terms of sulphate
enhancement in the stratosphere is meant to decrease the impacts of climate
change by reducing radiative force but will disrupt natural systems49. Therefore,
these ideas need to be carefully considered and alternative propositions need to be
created which are less environmentally damaging, for example, carbon capture50.
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Figure 4- Summary of proposed geoengineering climate change solutions, with sr denoting solar reflectance technologies
and cc for carbon capture, the preferred alternative (Boyd, 2021)
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